!• On the continuity of certain linear maps* In this section we obtain the crucial results of the paper, to be applied in the next section to the problem under study. We begin with some notation and basic results on spaces of formal power series.
"We denote by n F the algebra of formal power series (over C) in n variables X l9 •••, X n . A typical element of n F is a formal series ΣJ a,jX J , where J runs through N n , J -(j\, , j n ) with each j\ e N, and X J = JPf' % , X&. For each Je N n we define a linear functional Pji n F-+ C by PJ(ΣJ! djX 1 ) = a Ja We endow n F with the coarsest locally convex topology with respect to which each pj is continuous; i.e., the one determined by the family {\pj\:JeN n } of seminorms. This topology will be referred to below as the n F-topology.
Let F be a subspace of n F equipped with the %J P-topology and let M be a (relatively) closed subspace of F. Then (F/JVI, quot ( n F)) is a separated locally convex LTS (see [8, p. 105] 
m): m e M) = inf {\pj(y + m)\:me M) = inf {| Pj{y) + Pj(m) \: me M).
Thus, unless pj = 0 on M the seminorm \pj\* is identically zero on F/M. Hence, the topology quot ( n F) is determined by the subfamily {Pji Je (N n )χ\ consisting of those linear functionals which can be defined on F/M, (N n ) M being the set of those JeN n such that ^ΞO on M and PJ being the induced map on F/M to C. DEFINITION n space we shall refer to the two topologies on F as the "Ftopology" and the "^F-topology". DEFINITION . Let E and F be LCTVS's. We shall say that " [E, F] is a CG-pair" provided that every linear map from E to F which has a closed graph is continuous. REMARK . If E is an inductive limit of i^-spaces and F is a countable inductive limit of jP-spaces, then [E, F] is a CG-pair (see [5, Theorem 6.7.1] ). DEFINITION. Let Fbe an LC-K % space. If T:F->F is a linear map, then for each y e F we have Ty e F Q n F; hence, p κ (Ty) = ΣJ OΈJPΛV) f°r some family (α^j) of complex numbers. If α XJ Φ 0 only when J <^ K (j\ <^ k^ , ^Λ <£ A Λ ), we shall call Γ a ϊower triangular operator on i^7. LEMMA 
Leέ E be an LCTVS and F an LC-K n space such that [E, F] is a CG-paίr. If u: E -+ (F, n F-topology) is continuous, then u: E-> (F, F-topology) is continuous.
Proof. Since the w F-topology is separated it is easily proved that the graph of u is closed. LEMMA 
If F is an LC-K n space such that [F, F] is a CGpair, then every lower triangular operator on F is continuous.
Proof. It suffices to show that if T is a lower triangular operator on F, then p κ oT is continuous for each KeN n (Lemma 1.1). Now p k°T (y) = ΣJ^X a KJ pj(y) . This is clearly continuous, since each p 3 is continuous and the sum is finite. LEMMA 1.3. (Johnson [9, Theorem 7.3] Proof. See [9] .
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CG-pair of LCTVS's {GJ, 6Z is a family of LCTVS's, u:E->F is a linear map and for each i w^F^+Gi is a continuous linear map. If for each iel the map w^u is continuous, then π°u\ E-^ F/N is
A useful special case of this lemma is COROLLARY 1.4. Suppose [E, F] Our first main result is an extension of Johnson's Theorem 9.1 (see [9] ) from the n = 1 case to arbitrary finite n. THEOREM 1.6 . Let E be an F-space and F an LC(Eq)-K n space such that [E, F] and [F, F] 
are CG-pairs. Suppose (1) S: E-> E is a continuous linear map and (2) T: F-+ F is a lower triangular linear map with empty point spectrum. If u:E->F is a linear map such that uS = Tu, then u is continuous,
Proof. We begin by observing that if P is any monic polynomial with complex coefficients, then P(T) is injective. We can write
Since the point spectrum of T is empty we must have ΠJΪ 1 (T ~ a jl)v -0e The argument can be completed by induction on the degree of P.
We let (a KJ ) denote the "lower triangular" matrix corresponding to T and we define Q K :E-+E and R κ :
Rκ=
If J £ K we set Q κv = UI^K,ISJ (S -a n l) so that we have Q κ = QJ°Q K \J. One defines R κv similarly. We note that (1) uQ κ = R κ u for each KeN n and (2) each R κ is injective (since it is a monic polynomial in T). Fix KeN n ,yeF.
Then p*(2ty) = Σ/«α*j2V(l/). Hence, ί> x ((T~ a κκ l)y) = Σj<*α*jPj (2/) We (x eE,ie N) . We choose inductively a sequence {xι}T=i in E such that for each I e N (1) HQ^.^11, <2-'(i = 0,l, ...,J-1).
( 2) I p^iwQ.r^O I > I C^z + Σ I P^faQ^ί) I » where {Cj} is the family of positive real numbers chosen so that {Cj ι pj} is equicontinuous on F. We can make such a choice since each Q Jι \ Ji is continuous (i = 0, 1, , I -1) and p Kι°^Q jι is not (hence, takes on arbitrary large absolute values on elements arbitrarily close to 0 in E). Let x = Σl^i Qjfii The series converges absolutely in E (condition (1) We now show that there is a large class of spaces F for which our hypotheses regarding CG-pairs are satisfied,, LEMMA G, ^l) to (a;, z), then # n -> a; in E and t6(a? Λ ) -• z(^l). But 7 ^ w^I, so w(α? f t ) ->^(^T) and our hypotheses imply that z = ?φ). Hence, Gr(^) is closed in E x (G, J7l) and % is ^-continuous. Sincê 7 we have also that u is .^-continuous.
Let E be an F-space and let G be a vector space with two locally convex topologies ^7 and ^T> where J^_ ^ J^l. If [E, (G, JQ] is a CG-pair, then so is [E, (G,
DEFINITION. An LC space (F, J7~) is an injective inductive limit of F-spaces provided there exists an increasing sequence {F n }n =ί of subspaces of F such that (1) 
,, is an F-space with respect to some topology ^7», and (3) JίΓ is the (LC) inductive topology determined by the continuous injections i n : (F n 
An example of such a space is w^0 , the space of germs of holomorphic functions at 0 in C n . Let {&>&}Γ=i be a base for the topology at 0 in C n , then n <^0 = (J?=i ^(^>Λ) and is the injective inductive limit of the sequence PROPOSITION 
Let F be an LC space which is an injective inductive limit of F-spaces. If M is a closed subspace of F, then [E, (F/M, quot (F))] is a CG-pair for every F-space E.
Proof. Let {(F n , ^~n)} be the ascending sequence of F-spaces which determines the F-topology. For each n we let M n be M Π F n , a .^-closed subspace of F n . Hence, FJM n is an F-space, and there exists a continuous map r n : FJM n -> (F/M, quot (F)). Moreover, U»=i r n (F n /M n ) -F/M, and the sequence {FJM n } defines an inductive topology ^ς an F/M. We let ^7 be quot (F). Then ^ ^ ^\ since each r n is continuous. Now (F/M, ^l) is an inductive limit of F-spaces, so [E, (F/M, ^" 2 ) \ is a CG-pair for every F-space. Apply Lemma 1.9.
REMARK. If in Theorem 1.7 the LC(Eq) -K n space is an injeetive inductive limit of F-spaces, then (1) [F, F] is a CG-pair and (2) if M is any subspace of F which is both F-and % F-closed, then F/M satisfies the required hypotheses.
2 Analytic structure theorems for F-algebras* The results in this are concerned with continuous maps and polydiscs and varieties into the spectrum of an .F-algebra in such a way that Gelfand transforms "are" holomorphic functions. We begin by fixing our notation, defining the relevant concepts and stating (mostly without proof) some results on varieties and holomorphic functions thereon.
DEFINITION, An F-algebra is a separated topological algebra whose topology is determined by a countable family of submultiplicative seminorms and which is complete. A uniform F-algebra is a commutative F-algebra A such that the Gelfand transform is a topological isomorphism onto a subalgebra of C(M(A)), where the latter is equipped with the topology of compact convergence. (M(A) is the spectrum of A, the space of nonzero C-valued homomorphisms of A equipped with the relative weak * topology.) DEFINITION. Let Ω be an open subset of C. A subset V of Ω is called a subvariety of Ω if for each zeΩ there is a neighborhood U of z and a family ^" S έ?(U) (the algebra of holomorphic functions on U) such that It follows from [6, p. 87 ] that the family ^~ may be taken to be finite.
V is a subvariety of a neighborhood of 0 and 0 e V).
We note that if V is a subvariety of Ω (and is globally determined in Ω), and if a) is an open subset of Ω, then V Π co is a subvariety of ω (and is globally determined in ω).
DEFINITION. Let V be a subvariety of Ω, and let f:V->C be a continuous function. We say that / if holomorphic on V provided that for each ze V there exists a neighborhood U of z in C % and such that F\ Uf] V = f | Uf] V. We denote by έ?(V) the algebra of all holomorphic functions on V. PROPOSITION 
Let V be a globally determined subvariety of an open set Ω in C n . We give ^(V) the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of V. Then έ?( V) is a uniform F-algebra with identity. If Ω is holomorphically convex, then έ?(V) = (Ω)/^(V), where J^{V) = {fe^(Ω): f = 0 on V}. Moreover, the isomorphism is also topological when ^(Ω)/^(V) is given the quotient topology. Finally, in this case the spectrum of ^(V) is V.
Proof. Since Ω is locally compact and σ-compact and V is closed in Ω, all we need to do to prove that ^( V) is an F-algebra is show that ^{V) is complete in this topology. This is Theorem III, 7 of [12, p. 61] . Now assume that Ω is holomorphically convex. Since ^(Ω) is an jF-algebra and ^(V) is a closed ideal, we have that ^(Ω)/^(V) with the quotient topology is an .F-algebra and its spectrum is V (see [2, p. 453 
]). We have maps ^(β)-• <f7(V) (restriction) and ^%β)-> (Ω)/^(V), each of which has kernel <J^(V).
The latter map is clearly surjective and that the former is surjective is an immediate consequence of Cartan's Theorem B (see [6, p. 245 
]). Thus, the Gelfand transform maps ^(Ω)/^(V) onto ^(F) (if we identify M(έ?(Ω)/^(V))) and V, and is injective. Now each of ^(Ω)/^(V)
and ^(V) is an F-space. Thus, the Gelfand transform is a topological isomorphism.
DEFINITION. Let Ve n T and define a relation -on|J {^( FΠ ω): ω is a neighborhood of 0} by f ~ g if, and only if, there exists a neighborhood ω of 0 such that Fίlωg Dom (/) Π Dom(#) and f\VPϊ(θ = g\VΓ)(ί). Let v^0 be the algebra of equivalence classes of U ^(7Π co) modulo this relation with the obvious operation; i.e., ω). Proof. It is clear that id V is an ideal in n <^0. That id V iŝ F-closed is a consequence of the version of the "closure of modules theorem" found in Hόrmander's book [7, p. 152] , Since the w F-topology is dominated by the ^0-topology (inductive topology) id V must also be closed in this finer topology. We now show that %^0 /id V and v έ? 0 are algebraically the same. We know that φ, Ύ, and π are continuous, when v έ? Q is given the quotient topology (carried from ^0/id V by the isomorphism produced above). Hence, the induced map f is continuous. But T is just the natural map of ^(Ffl co) into F^o .
If ω is an arbitrary neighborhood of 0 we choose ω' ϋ ω, a holomorphically convex neighborhood such that V Π <*>' is globally determined in ω'. Then we havê
where the first map is just a (continuous) restriction map and the second is continuous (by our argument above). The composition is the natural map of έ7(VΠ co) into V^Q .
DEFINITION. Fix Ve n^:
We say that V is irreducible at 0 provided that whenever 6) is a neighborhood of 0 and V 1} V 2 are elements of n y such that Proof. See [6, pp. 89-90] . We shall call {V u •••, F w } an irreducible family for V.
REMARK.
In [6] a stronger result is proved using germs of varieties. We shall not need the strengthened conclusion. Proof. This is an easy "representative chase. 
Proof. If 7G F^0 and if for each ie{l, •• ,m}ft (γ)GC (l) 7 ., then ^(Y) = β(τ) (l) Fr Consider the element T -e(γ) (l) F of F^o . It is clear that it belongs to f[™ =1 Ker p o ( = {0}). Hence, 7 = e(y)(l) v .
We now have all the requisite information about the algebras v^0 to allow us to proceed with our applications.
We note that we require a homomorphism from one algebra with identity to another to map the identity of the first onto the identity of the second.
We first extend Loy's results on i^-algebras which admit maps into n έ?o (see [10] ).
If β e nέ?o\C(l) o , then the map T: ^0-» Λ^o defined by T{a) = βa has empty point spectrum since n^Q is an integral domain. Also, %^0 is an injective inductive limit of F-spaces and is an LC{E q ) -K n space (see [10] ); hence, satisfies the hypotheses required of the "F" of Theorem 1.6.
THEOREM 2.11. Let A be a commutative F-algebra with identity. If there exists a homomorphism φ: A -> n^0 such that rank φ > 1, then there exists a neighborhood (o of 0 in C n and a continuous map τ:ω->M(A) such that if aeA, then doτe ^(ω) and (doτ) 0 = φ{a).
Proof. Choose xeA such that φ{x) g C (l) 0 . Define S: A -* A and
T: n^0 -• n^o by S(a) = xα(α e A) and T(ά) = φ{x)a{a e n έ? 0 ). It is clear that (1) S is a continuous linear map, (2)
T is a lower triangular operator with empty point spectrum, and (3) φS = Tφ. In the light of our comments preceding the statement of this theorem we can apply Theorem 1.6 and conclude that ψ is continuous. Let {(O k }V=i be a base at 0 in C n consisting of holomorphically convex open sets and let v ^(o) k ) -> n^0 be the natural injection for each keN.
We apply Lemma 1.5. There exists leN such that φ{A) § hi^iωi)) and iγ ι°φ is a continuous homomorphism of A into ^(ω z ). Call this map ψ, let a) = Q) L and let τ: co -> ikf(A) be the dual map of ψ restricted to ω = M(^(ω)) s ^(ω)*. We have used here the fact that M(^(ω)) = ω, a direct corollary of Theorem 7.2.10 of Hόrmander's book ( [7, p. 171] ) which implies that ω 3 ζ --• (evaluation at ζ) e M(έ?(ω)) is surjective. That this map is topological follows from the fact that the weak topology on ω determined by <^(ω) is exactly the C n topology on ω.
If ζeω, then τ(ζ)eM(A) is defined by τ(ζ):a->ψ(a)(ζ).
Hence, (άoτ)(ζ) = τ(ζ)(α) = f (α)(ζ) and αoτ = i/r(α) e ^(ω).
Also, (αoτ) 0 = (f (α)) 0 = ii(^(α)) = <P(α).
Let We n T^ be irreducible at 0. Suppose /9 e %^0 has the property that πβ e w έ?\C{l) w .
Then the map T: n^0 -> %^0 defined by T(a) = βa(ae n^0 ) leaves id W invariant; hence, induces f: w έ? 0 -> w έ? 0 and since id W is a prime ideal, the algebra w^0 is an integral domain and f has empty point spectrum (f is multiplication by πβ). Also, JP^O satisfies the conclusions of Proposition 1.9. Thus, there is no obstruction to our applying Theorem 1.7 to a situation like the one we have described here. 
Proof. Fix an irreducible family {V l9
, F m } S JΓ for F. Let E = {j e {1, , m}: p ά φ has rank > 1}. We note that Proposition 2.10 and our hypothesis regarding the rank of φ imply that E is nonempty. Fix j e E. We shall show that p 5 φ is continuous. Choose x e A such that Pjφ{x)i C (l) Vj , and choose βe n^0 such that π 5 β -Pj<p(x). We define S: A -A and T: n έ? 0 -+ n^o by S(a) = xa(a e A) and T(a) = βa(a 6 n^0 ) Clearly (1) S is a continuous linear map, (2) T is a lower triangular operator on n έ? 0 and (3) 3* Analytic structure theorems for natural systems* In this section we apply Theorems 2.11 and 2.12 in order to extend these results to natural systems. DEFINITION. A natural system is a pair [X, A] such that (1) X is a Hausdorff space, ( 2 ) A is an algebra of continuous functions on X containing the constant functions.
( 3 ) The weak topology on X generated by A is the given topology on X, and (4) Proof. This is just Proposition 1.3 of [13] . It is easily verified that each r£ is a continuous homomorphism of algebras. Moreover, {(A v ; ?7open), (r%; U, Fopen, [/g V)} is a presheaf on X. We denote by jy the sheaf generated by this presheaf and by ,S^P the stalk of at p. We make some observations about J^. First, S^v -{(A TJ ; pe [/(open)), (rj; [7, Fopen, pe U^ V) }, and j^ζ is a local algebra whose maximal ideal consists of all a e j^ such that there exists an open set U containing p and / e A σ for which f(p) = 0 and r u(f) -^ We note also that J^ is a subsheaf of ^ (the sheaf of germs of continuous functions on X) and obtain another way of regarding j^: the germ of feC(U) at p belongs to S/ v if, and only if, there exists a neighborhood V of p such that Fg U and f\ VeA v .
We shall use the "germ" notation, writing "(/)/' for "r σ (f)" whenever feAjj (r υ being the natural map of A Ό into j^J), and "/ | F 7? instead of "rl{f)" (feA U7 Fg J7). We refer the reader to Chapter IV of [6] for material on sheaves and presheaves. such that ψor^Au) has dimension >1. Since Z7 is σ-compact, AJJ is an F-algebra. We apply Theorem 2.11 and obtain a polydisc Δ about 0 in C n and a continuous map τ\ A -> ikfCA^) = 27 (by Proposition 3.1), such that foτe^ (Δ) and ( Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of the preceding theorem: Theorem 2.12 rather than 2.11 is invoked at the appropriate place. LEMMA 3.5. Let [X, A] 
Now, iίxe hulL (K), then x e U (U is ^L-convex) and if / e A v , then for each ε > 0 there exists f ε eA such that \\f -/. |U U{ , } < ε. But then \f(x) \ ^ )/(») | Î /.(«) I + ε ^ ||/, |U + ε ^ || / \\ κ + 2ε. Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, we conclude that x e hull^ (if). Hence, x e h~\Δ).
We now include a sketch of an extension of Proposition 3.25 of [3a] Proof. Using the local compactness of X we choose a nested base {Uj}J =1 at p such that U 1 £ U. Fix an ascending sequence {Kj}^ of compact sets such that U £ K l9 K n £ K°n +ι {n ^ 1), and JJ?=i K n = X (we may assume that U is relatively compact by intersecting it with If h is not injective in any neighborhood of p, then as in [3a] we may choose sequences {Xj}J =1 and {^ }7 =1 in X such that for each j we have (It may be necessary to use a subsequence of the x 3 's to accomplish this.) The estimates which finish the proof can be obtained by the same procedures used in [3a] . We state the main steps. Proof. Statements (1), (2) , and (3) follow from Theorem 3.4 and the fact that <P(r w (A w )) has dimension greater than one. We next consider statement (4) . Recall that we obtain Δ and ψv. A Ό -+ Δ) by first choosing a neighborhood ω' of 0 such that φ°r Ό (Ajj) £ ')) and v is injective, with ^ί 7 :i4 Z7
We have the following diagram (unlabelled arrows are restriction maps). (4) hτ is the identity on V Π 4 0 Statements (2) and (4) REMARKS. We close with some remarks on the preceding results. (1) There is an obvious corollary to the special natural system [M(A), A] where A is a uniform F-algebra with identity. This corollary is in the spirit of Clayton's localization of Gleason's theorem, although we do not use the same sheaf.
(2) It is clear that the condition (*) could be replaced by a weaker condition concerning only the nature of the topology of X near p. For example, one alternative would be (*p): there exists a base for the topology at p consisting of A-convex, σ-compact open sets (X is assumed locally compact).
( 3) We assumed in the four main theorems that the rank of the homomorphism φ was >1. There are two reasons for this assumption. First, it now appears that in Theorems 2.11 and 2.12 the assumption is necessary in order to guarantee that φ is continuous: Benedetto (see [1] ) asserts the existence of commutative F-algebras which admit discontinuous complex-valued homomorphisms. Second, even if φ is continuous, the conclusion is guaranteed to be meaningless: τ(ω) (or τ(V Π co)) will be a single point in M(A) (or in U) and /or will be a constant function for any / defined on M(A) (or U). Thus, some restriction on the nature of φ is essential in order to avoid the certainty of a trivial conclusion.
( 4) The sheaf used by Carpenter and Loy in the case [M{A), A] was constructed so that each algebra A' n was an jP-algebra (without topological restrictions on M(A)). However, there are two reasons we choose our approach rather than theirs. First, their algebras A r Ό are not in general algebras of continuous functions on C(U) (they are completions of A | U relative to a topology with respect to which C( U) is not in general complete). Second, the spectrum of A' v will be unrelated to M(A) unless the open set U is of the type we choose to consider.
(5) The example given in [3a] to show the necessity of the assumption that p be a G δ -point remains valid in our setting.
